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Introduction 
2006 has been a busy year for the London 
convivium of Slow Food. We have been 
active from our first meeting of the year 
on 5 January in Chandos House, all the 
way through to our informal supper round 
the big table at Le Pain Quotidien on 21 
December. This review is an attempt to 
pull together the year’s activities before 
2006 slips through the Hogmanay mirk 
into history. 

The main thrust of this review will be, as 
one would probably expect, a 
chronological canter through the past 
twelve months. Before we embark on this, 
however, it is useful to look at all the 
different types of activity, to remind 
ourselves of the breadth of interest 
covered by Slow Food London — and of 
the amount of work which it entails. 

The London convivium is, not 
surprisingly, the most populous of all the 
UK convivia. This can be a double-edged 
accolade, because although we surely 
benefit from our large pool of members, it 
means that we also bear some of the 
responsibility to “represent the nation at 
large”. London is, after all, always an 
obvious candidate for a national event. 

This makes it all the more important to 
celebrate the opening of the UK national 

office for Slow Food, exactly 200km as the crow 
flies from Moxon Street, Marylebone (a venue not 
unknown to SFL!), in December. 

Activities 
Ask a random person (for example, on the 
Clapham omnibus) what a Slow Food group does, 
and you’ll either be pointed in the direction of 
crockpot cookery or, if you’re lucky, the guess will 
be that it’s some sort of dining club. It’s true that, 
around the world, Slow Food convivia will meet 
over dinner, but there’s much more to Slow Food 
London than the dinners, excellent and important 
as they are for keeping the group together and 
active. 

The groupings below are not mutually exclusive: 
some events can be classified into two or more of 
these broad areas. 

Business meetings 
Of course we need to have our business meetings, 
and in 2006, we had our AGM in February. At 
these meetings, the business properly takes centre 
stage, but we do try to have fun, and incorporate 
something like a tasting, as we did this year. 

Arts and lectures 
This year, we have had three or four meetings 
which fall into this loose classification. Early in the 
year, Sally Fallon set out her ideas on nutrition for 
us, and in November, we held an art exhibition 
and Ark party at Borough Market. In June, we 
joined the Guild of Food Writers and the Soil 

association for a film screening of The Future of 
Food. 

And the possible fourth meeting? That was 
Andrew Sharp’s contribution to the 2006 
Architectural Biennale, when he drove his 
sheep through the City. Well, we’ve all been at 
lectures when all we recall was a vague bleating 
sound. 

Producer events 
Our work in promoting the producers who 
observe Slow principles is very important, and 
in 2006 we can count ten events which were 
geared towards higlighting producers — from 
confectionery to beer, and from oranges to 
mutton. At some of these events, we have set 
our focus on Ark and Presidia products from 
Britain, but it is just as vital to bring other 
producers to the forefront of our notice, so we 
have celebrated Bigorrais mutton, Friulian 
wine, and other overseas bounty. 

Tastings and demonstrations 
We have given our members and guests tasting 
opportunities on no fewer than a dozen 
occasions throiughout the year. Whether it has 
been the large-scale displays at our Chef Event 
or highly specialised demonstrations of single 
products, these events bring producers into 
contact with practitioners and interested 
amateurs alike, raising the profile of these 
artisanal products which might otherwise lie 
undetected or untried. 
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Courses and conferences 
Gone in sixty seconds. Well, perhaps it 
takes just a little bit longer, but that is the 
general response whenever we advertise 
another instalment in the Chemistry of Food 
and Wine series, which started a run in 
August, and continues into 2007. In June, 
we organised a two-day conference to 
introduce chefs and culinary professionals 
to Slow Food principles. 

But of course, the biggest events in this 
category were the Salone del Gusto and Terra 
Madre conferences in Italy in October. 

Community involvement 
This takes many forms, from co-
organisation or support of events intended 
to raise awareness in the community in 
general (such as Dirt Café), or in working 
with particular groups. But sometimes it’s 
just ‘being there’ at events such as the 
Marylebone Summer Fair. 

By invitation, Slow Food London took 
part in the summer gala for Queensmill 
School in Fulham by making and cooking 
burgers (Slow Fast Food!) from top quality 
ingredients, to demonstrate that good food 
needn’t be chi-chi, nor must fast food be 
of poor quality. This helps to underpin 
children’s interest in good food, and in 
thinking about the whole story of food, 

from the school garden (or from a recognisable 
animal) to the plate. 

This important work continues in 2007. 

External links 
Slow Food London does not and cannot live in 
isolation, ploughing a lonely furrow. There are 
others — commercial, and not-for profit, big and 
small — whose interests overlap with ours. We 
have been happy to help with several such events, 
from participating in special meals to advertising 
external courses and events. 

In 2006, as in 2005, Slow Food London was 
invited to provide the sustenance at the Annual 
General Meeting of the Sustainable Development 
Commission. Events such as these are very 
labour-intensive, but they are key opportunities to 
put our principles into others’ mouths. 

Dining events 
Last, but by no means least, the dining events. 
They are in a way the centripetal forces which 
draw the Slow Food community together, and we 
are often able to pick up members through the 
medium of ‘passing trade’ at these events. 

During 2006, we have celebrated the food of Sicily 
and Friuli, we have enjoyed a homage to 
Catalonia, and we have joined with other convivia 
around the country to fund the new UK office 
through a special dinner. We have also travelled 
the world to sample delights as diverse as Thai 

food and Belgian beer, and we have enjoyed 
informal bread-breaking events together in 
various places around the capital. 

 

Dining on Sicilian blood oranges 

2006 from nose to tail 
We now present a month-by-month review of 
the year’s activities. 

January 
To welcome in the New Year, and to prepare 
for the forthcoming AGM, the first gathering 
of the year took place on 5 January. At the 
meeting, we unveiled the prototype of the SFL 
website, highlighted the important parts of the 
AGM (soliciting some involvement from new 
and enthusiastic members), and enjoying a 
spread of food and wine. 
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The next two days found the Soil 
Association in their annual conference, 
and SFL members were invited to join 
them at a substantial discount. On 8 
January, the conference week closed with a 
market at the Chiswell Street Brewery. 

Hard on the heels of the market, and SFL 
was once again active, hosting a meeting in 
La Fromagerie in Moxon Street to listen to 
Sally Fallon, who was visiting from the 
United States. Sally outlined her often 
controversial views about nutrition and 
diet, illustrating her research with slides. 

On 22 January, the focus moved south-
west to Petersham Nurseries in Richmond, 
where Maggie Beer demonstrated the art 
of cooking with verjuice, after which the 
attendees enjoyed a lunch which orbited 
around it. 

February 
During the first half of February, all energy 
was devoted to preparations for our 
Annual General Meeting on 15 February, 
again in Chandos House. At the AGM, the 
draft governing document (in essence, that 
is our constitution) was approved. With 
the creation of Slow Food UK as a 
national association, the relationship 
between London, Bra and (as we now 
know) Ludlow had to be spelt out in 
officialese. 

At the AGM, the website was formally launched 
as the primary medium of contact for SFL 
members, with backup by electronic mail, rather 
than the Royal Mail. At the time, we noted that 
the effort of posting out hardcopy mailshots took 
a heavy toll on time, trees and temper, not to 
mention the sheer expense. 

Late February saw a Europe-wide celebration of 
Sicilian blood oranges, and London made its 
contribution to the Cities of the Red Orange festival 
in the shape of a magnificent dinner centred 
around these fruit. This was held on 23 February 
at La Fromagerie, and was created by Skye 
Gyngell from Petersham Nurseries. 

March 
Into March, and we lent our moral support to a 
huge event over three weeks at Schumacher 
College in Devon and entitled Food, Health and 
Society. 

At the end of the month, on 28 March, Brew 
Wharf (part of the Vinopolis complex adjacent to 
Borough Market) was the setting for an evening 
which married Alsatian bistro cooking to the range 
of Meantime beers from the Greenwich brewery , 
showing the best way to pair food and beer. 

April 
With the intrusion of the Easter break, and of the 
early May Bank Holiday, Slow Food took a break 
during April. 

May 
On 20 May, Slow Food London filled the 
restaurant at Flâneur (Farringdon Road) for a 
fund-raising dinner and auction. This was our 
contribution to a nationwide campaign to raise 
funds for the new Slow Food UK office. 

The meal, created by Flâneur’s Simon Phelan, 
was a celebration of the best of British, from 
Cornish pilchards to Herdwick mutton and 
London porter, married to their appropriate 
accompaniments. 

A week later, we were back in south-west 
London for another event at Petersham. This 
time, the focus was on the delightful artisan 
confectionery of Genova, in a demonstration 
and tasting under the tutelage of maître confiseur 
Marcello Costa. The post-tasting lunch was 
prepared by Skye Gyngell, head chef at 
Petersham. 

 
Candied fruit 
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June 
June brought one of the most ambitious 
and adventurous events to fruition: a two-
day (12-13 June) conference event 
Challenging chefs, caterers and culinary institutes 
to adopt Slow Food principles. This important 
high-profile event brought together 
culinary professionals from all points on 
the spectrum, along with producers, 
journalists and other interested parties, to 
build awareness of Slow Food and to help 
construct networks between all these 
disparate groups. Day 1 concentrated  on 
British products and issues, while Day 2 
(looking forward, in part, to Terra Madre) 
took a more global view. On each day, the 
event ended with a tasting session, as 
producers and their representatives (some 
of the latter drafted in at very short notice) 
were on hand to discuss and enthuse about 
their specialities. 

The following weekend brought two 
events at which Slow Food was present. 
On 17 June, Andrew Sharp (of Borough 
Market) drove his sheep through the City 
from Borough to Smithfield — with the 
blessing of the Bishop of London — as 
part of the London Architectural Biennale. 
On the following day, the traders and 
people of Marylebone Village came 
together for their annual Summer Fair. 
Slow Food London took the opportunity 

to advertise its presence to the many visitors to 
the Fair. 

On 22 June, Slow Food London supported the 
showing of The Future of Food at the Institut 
Français in South Kensington. The showing was 
followed by a finger-buffet of organic foods. 

Two days later, on 24 June, Slow Food members 
found themselves on an outing to the country, to 
Castle Farm near Otford, to witness the harvesting 
of lavender for its essential oil., and to enjoy a 
summer picnic in the lavender fields. 

The final event in the month took place on the 
Thames — on the Golden Jubilee cruise boat. As in 
2005, Slow Food London provided post-AGM 
dinner for members of the Sustainable 
Development Commission, as part of a river 
cruise. 

July 
July started with a bang — two events took place 
not far from each other. At the Royal 
Geographical Society in Kensington Gore, the 
Dirt Café held a Regeneration Debate as part of 
the larger Interdependence Day: New Maps for a Small 
Planet. In the meantime, the Halkin Hotel in 
Belgravia played host to Slow Food London 
members as they soaked up the expertise at a Thai 
food workshop, co-hosted with David Thompson 
of the hotel’s Nahm restaurant. This workshop 
concentrated on the best of Thai street food — 
kanom jin. 

On 7 July, another blockbuster event 
consumed the day, as Slow Food London 
organised and hosted SuperWhites 2006, the 
celebration of the wines of ‘FVG’ — the 
northeasternmost Italian region of Friuli 
Venezia Giulia. As well as the tasting of the 
wines, there was a chance to sample the best 
of local foods, and a fascinating tutoring in the 
art of bringing together individual varietal 
wines to make the blends which are the pride 
and joy of the Friulian producers. 

On 15 July, David Thompson reprised his 
Thai food workshop which had been offered 
for the first time on 1 July 

August 
As the summer holidays drew to an end, Slow 
Food London organised, on 29 August, the 
first in a re-run series of lectures and 
explorations on the Chemistry of Food and Wine. 
This series is so popular that it sells out as 
soon as an event is announced, so budding 
food-and-wine chemists should scan our 
website for future offerings. 

September 
Into September, and the launch of another 
series of Slow Food London events. In the 
inaugural event, held on 11 September at 
Flâneur, Meet the Producers featured the organic 
growers of Secretts Farm. Following the 
sensory demonstration (four at least — 
listening to plants is still a minority pursuit), 
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Flâneur’s Simon Phelan put together a 
vegetarian tasting menu. 

On 21 September, Partridges in Chelsea 
was the venue for a tasting event given by 
Eat Natural: including the history, tasting 
and blending of honeys, and indications of 
how to cook with honey. 

A week later, on the evening of 28 
September, Borough Market rang to the 
Southern French tones of Bigorre (in the 
Hautes-Pyrenées) and the Northern 
English tones of the Hauts Fells of the 
Lake District, as the producers of 
Doublon mutton were introduced by 
Andrew Sharp. The visitors outlined the 
artisanal practices which have given the 
mutton from their local area of Barèges-
Gavarnie the AOC award, and then 
provided an excellent barbecue buffet. 

October 
On 4 October, Slow Food London co-
hosted with la Fromagerie a Catalan 
dinner, held in Moxon Street, highlighting 
the very best in produce from Catalonia. 

On 16 October, we saw Round 2 of the 
Chemistry of Food and Wine, again held at 
Flâneur, this time looking specifically at 
the co-ordination of wine with fish dishes. 

But of course, the end of the month saw 
the two biggest events of the year. From 

26 to 30 October, the gastronomic world 
descended on Torino for the biennial Salone del 
Gusto and for Terra Madre. These are amongst the 
most important confluences of food producers, 
writers, and enthusiasts on the planet, and it’s 
impossible to sum them up in a sentence, so let us 
content ourselves with the knowledge that the 
days were filled with good things. 

November 
Partly due to post-Salone exhaustion, the first Slow 
Food London event in the month took place on 
20 November, once again at Flâneur. This dinner 
celebrated the food and wines of the region of 
Friuli — a bridge between SuperWhites 2006 and 
the eagerly anticipated SuperWhites 2007. Chef 
Simon Phelan followed up his researches into the 
cuisine of this little-known region by creating a 
splendid menu, which was enjoyed by all. 

On 23 November, the centre of SFL gravity 
returned to the south side of the river, as we 
opened a food-themed art fair at Borough Market. 
As well as being able to see and buy the art,  the 
participants could be joyful that the profits were 
being split equally between Ark of Taste funds and 
the establishment of a Borough Market cookery 
school, for market customers and the community 
in Southwark. 

December 
Finally, December was upon us. There was still a 
bit of a gap in proceedings, the natural follow-
through from some weeks when all eyes and 

efforts were trained on the Salone. But we did 
manage one final event. 

On 21 December, members were able to 
dodge the pre-Christmas crowds in Oxford 
Street, and to enter a haven of peace and 
tranquillity: Le Pain Quotidien in Great 
Marlborough Street. We reserved their big 
refectory table, sat round it, and chatted, ate 
and sipped some fine Nebbiolo into the 
evening, until the last SFL event of the year 
wisped its way into the night. 

 
Auctioning cookbooks by the kilo for SFUK funds
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At the start of 2006, the only Slow Food London web presence was a brief entry 
on the SF international website. One year on, what have our online effort brought? 

On the positive side, we now have a truly 21st-century nexus of SF communication 
within London, with many pages of information about our activities and events: 
advertising the future and celebrating the past. The online booking form is 
downloaded avidly when an event is announced, and the bookings roll in. When we 
have to put up the House full sign, it is a great advantage to be able to do it in real 
time, rather than disappointing people who have read a handbill and spent good 
money getting a booking in, when they are told there is no place for them. 

In the springtime, we offered our webspace as a clearing-house for advertising the 
activities of other UK convivia: a few took us up on our offer. We also ran a 
special section on London and UK-level preparations for October’s Salone del Gusto. 

Importantly, we secured rights to eight internet domains. We are actively using 
slowfoodlondon.com and have salted away seven others for a rainy day or to 
discourage cybersquatting by impostors or blackmailers seeking to ruin our name. 

In several areas — primarily UK food policy and our events — we set up the 
ability for members to engage in discussion. With sporadic exceptions, though, the 
discussions failed to catch fire. The website is still largely an outbound presence. 

We need to look again at some of our web resources and the way we serve them to 
our readers. At present, all our online files are esentially hosted a third of the way 
round the world, and each retrieval request is treated as if it was the first of its kind. 
We intend to develop our website in such a way as lets us repatriate some of the 
static content so that it will download more efficiently and quickly. 

The ‘website costs’ line in the accounts shows expenditure of £286. Some of these 
costs are for more than a year, and others are levied at different times of the year. 
Basically, our domain costs are just over £100 per year, and our current web-
content costs are not quite £80 per year. We will probably need to buy UK space 
for web and mail accounts during 2007, and developing the site will cost money. 
What does not appear in the accounts is the measureless amount of work by the 
webteam — countless hours — to bring Slow Food London to your end of the 
network connection. That’s why it cost just a penny a week per member in 2006.  
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